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Updates from previous versions:
Bug Fixes:
1. The new Plant manager code was not being checked for lockouts. I added checks to determine if I
should send a lockout reset message to the controller.
2. The new Condenser Status iFrame is not being tracked by the Workspace Setup. Added code to save
its location in workspaces in which it appears.
3. The alert@mcscontrols.com email address stopped working as an outgoing server for alarm alerts.
This was caused by our migration to a new email server that was using smtp instead of pop3. I
changed the sendMail() function to reflect this change.
4. Deleting multiple sites from the Main Info UI causes MCS‐Connect to crash. This is due to deleting an
action listener and not replacing it. RESOLUTION ‐ Added code to replace the action listener after
deleting it.
5. The addition of multiple I/O board types in V14/V17 is causing an issue in the offline graph feature.
The building of the AO, SI, and RO grids is being done in the old style boards due to the lack of a
machine structure. RESOLUTION ‐ Added code to use the new style for offline graphs to ensure that all
points are shown.
6. The previous version change caused a bug which would not allow any V17 cfg other than CPM cfg type
to reset lockouts. RESOLUTION ‐ Changed the function to work correctly by returning the correct
boolean if not CPM cfg type.
7. The Reset/Clear Menu Item in the Info UI was remaining disabled even when authorized if the
Graphics lock was enabled in the mcspc2.ini file. RESOLUTION ‐ I enabled the Menu if the graphics lock
is enabled. This still would not let an unauthorized user do a lockout.
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